The article is based on fieldwork carried out in the 2000s among diasporic Setos living in Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia, and discusses issues related to the singing tradition and identity of the Setos in this area. The article explores the ambivalent attitudes of the local singers towards their singing tradition and proposes a systematisation of the song tradition in the area into three groupsEstonian songs, Russian songs, and Seto songs. The latter of the three represents the most archaic part of the Seto tradition, even though singers today no longer regard this part of the tradition as 'proper' songs, because of their improvisational and spontaneous nature. In addition to the ambivalence and confusion related to the identity and singing tradition, one can see conscious efforts in shaping identity politics and representing culture in Seto villages in Siberia. The best example of this is the Seto Museum and the choir active in Khaidak village. The generation of singers who are members of the choir today have discovered the old tradition in advanced age, but nevertheless find the singing of traditional songs highly significant. An important part of the contemporary identity politics of this tiny diasporic group is performing their exotic singing culture.
the unfamiliar. Although we seemingly spoke the same Seto language 4 , our occasional unconscious stumbling on some Russian or Estonian loan words gave away the differences in our linguistic and cultural background. While I had no problem joining the singing of some ancient ritual song or lyro-epic piece, I fell quiet, even though encouraged by the performers, when they picked up reportedly 'Estonian' folk songs to the tunes I had never heard before, or Russian folk songs that I was not familiar with either.
Some Estonian ethnologists who had carried out fieldwork in the area before had warned me that there was not much point in visiting the Setos in Siberia, because the old culture was on the verge of extinction. Indeed, the tangible and intangible culture of the Setos living in diaspora communities has transformed considerably over the past century, with much of the older tradition having disappeared or disappearing; however, we entertained no illusions of discovering anything congealed, musealised or untouched. It is inevitable, and not entirely tragic, that the tradition of the Setos in the diaspora has changed in time and is now different from what it was during their migration (see also Korb 2005) . In Siberia we met communities who were aging, but some of them still spoke the Seto language and had a rich oral tradition. To our greatest surprise, we found a women's and children's choir active in Khaidak, the largest Seto village in Siberia. The choir fosters traditional choir singing and, like the Setos living in Estonia, the ones in Siberia greatly value the preservation of their song tradition. That being said, the attitudes of the Setos towards their song tradition were ambivalent: the spontaneous and improvisational Seto folk song, which is the most genuine part of the tradition, was not considered a 'proper' song, since it differed considerably from singing in Russian or Estonian style, in which the element of improvisation was not as central. The article attempts to delve further into the ambivalent attitudes of diaspora Setos towards their earlier song tradition. Since those knowledgeable about the tradition often emphasised in our conversations that the songs from the earlier layer of the tradition are not 'proper' songs, 5 I have also used the local term 'non-songs' in this article. It should be noted, though, that I find this part of Seto song tradition by no means less important or non-existent.
The self-identity of the Setos in Siberia was equally fascinating. The informants had mostly heard from their parents and grandparents that they had migrated to Siberia from Rossiia 6 (i.e., from the part of the Russian Empire to which the Seto region belonged at the time). At the same time, there was considerable confusion about the idea of motherland and the reasons why it was called Rossiia. Both the older and younger generations expressed similar confusion when referring to their ethnic identity. In the Soviet period, the Seto emigrants had 'Estonian' written as nationality in their passports, but many Setos perceived it as incorrect, since they did not speak Estonian and were aware of the clear difference between the Estonians and the Setos. Among the younger generation, the traditional identifying of oneself as Seto at home was equally confusing and brought no associations, because they had attended school in Siberia and had little knowledge of the Setos in Estonia. Many informants responded the researcher's question by saying, "You tell us who we are", and were pleased that ethnicity was not indicated in present-day passports of the Russian Federation.
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As pointed out in the article's motto, a conversation recorded in 1988, the self-identity of diaspora Setos is a fragile and contradictory mixture of internal and external representations. On the one hand, they are certain that they are 'the Seto people' and have 'Seto songs' and even remember the name of the village from which their (great-)grandparents once came. But, on the other hand, they say that they come from the ambiguous region of Rossiia, and call themselves disparagingly 'half-believers' by ethnicity. Curiously enough, the informants tended to associate their Seto identity with Seto songs, even to the degree that one informant, by a slip of the tongue, said that their parents came to sing there, instead of came to live there.
This ambivalence and confusion in the matters of identity persists even today, but there are also signs of emerging conscious efforts to construct one's identity politics and representation of culture, best demonstrated by the Seto Museum in the Khaidak village and the Seto choir active at the local community house. The choir makes appearances also elsewhere in the district and about once a year in the city of Krasnoyarsk, and is currently gaining popularity as a representative of exotic minority singing tradition.
In the following I will provide an overview of contemporary Seto song tradition in Siberia and explore issues of self-representation and -identity on the basis of observations and interviews made during the 2007, 2008 and 2012 field expeditions in the area. I have also made use of Igor Tõnurist's recordings from his 1987 and 1988 fieldwork expeditions in the same region.
of them as Russians, so that enlightened scholars of the humanities had to prove the kin ties to common Estonians even as late as at the turn of the century (Hurt 1989 (Hurt [1904 : 145ff.). Russians, similarly, distanced themselves from the Setos and called them half-believers, alluding to the different interpretation of the Orthodox beliefs (see Kuutma 2006: 169ff.; Kalkun 2008; Honko et al. 2003) . Since the Setos were illiterate at the time, there are no good sources to study the Seto self-identification of the period; however, there are some reports that in the 19th century they may have called themselves 'countryfolk' 10 , on the example of Estonians, or 'Russians', according to their religious affiliation (see Sarv 2000: 62) , regardless of the fact that the Setos hardly spoke Russian at the time and mixed marriages of Estonians and Russians were extremely rare even as late as in the 1920s (Paas 1928) .
The family names of the Setos who migrated to Siberia were derived from their patronymics, indicated in the documents, which means that upon settling in Siberia, the Setos with Orthodox names were given surnames like Matveev, Vasilev or Osipov. With the 1920 Tartu Peace Treaty, the Seto habitats at Lake Pskov became part of the Republic of Estonia and constituted Petseri (Pechory) County (see Raun 1991; also Raun 2007: 393) . In 1921, the Setos were given Estonian surnames that Estonians would find pleasing to the ear (names in the Seto language were given less often, and Russian names were avoided altogether) and the integration of the Setos in the border areas and, according to the rhetoric of the time, the elimination of backwardness in the education and economic situation became the official policy of the Republic of Estonia. Alongside the changing of the language of education into Estonian, the administrative reform, the separation of mixed congregations and other reforms, the Setos of the region were rapidly modernised and Estonianised (Jääts 1998; Lõuna 2003) .
As the emigration of the Setos fell into the period when they were illiterate, their contacts with relatives in the motherland remained problematic and soon disappeared entirely. Later, the correspondence was impeded by differences in education: since some were schooled in Russian and others in Estonian, they grew accustomed to writing the Seto language in either Cyrillic or Latin alphabet. By the 21st century, most Seto emigrants in Siberia had lost all contacts with their relatives in the motherland and only a few had memories of the last reciprocal visits that took place in the 1980s. Those who migrated to Siberia at the turn of the 20th century missed the changes that occurred in their country of birth, but the dramatic historical events began to change their lives as well. Men were mobilised to the First World War (1914 War ( -1918 and the Russian Civil War (1917) (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) , the villages suffered from plundering, killings and wars. After the Bolsheviks' return to power, the entire religious life was banned and the new village churches in Khaidak, Perovo and Narva were closed down. All Estonian-language schools were also closed. While in the 1920s-1930s repressions it was the wealthier part of the population (e.g., the Setos who worked in gold mines) who suffered the most, the later repressions left almost no family untouched. The establishing of collective farms (kolkhozes) in the late 1930s disrupted the traditional way of life. Dispersed settlement and smaller Seto villages disappeared and gave way to new larger kolkhoz villages; part of the rural population urbanised, moving to larger cities and settlements. The Second World War emptied the villages from the remaining men and managing life in the villages became the responsibility of women and children. The villagers recall that life in the post-war period had been slightly better: collective farms flourished, people were paid in cash, but the younger generation continued to leave the countryside in search for better living and working conditions. The Seto villages of the present-day Krasnoyarsk Krai were gradually turned into Russian-speaking multi-ethnic villages with an aging and diminishing population due to the disappearance of collective farms and local employment and the 'youth drain'. Older women, living on state pension, now dominate in the villages.
two generationS of SingerS
Incidentally, in Seto villages both in Siberia and in the motherland, it is the women who uphold the singing tradition. Already at the end of the 19th century, collectors of folklore who visited the Seto region, wishing to record the singing of male bards, complained that they "had to be satisfied" with women's songs, which were still widely available at the time.
11 In a patriarchal Seto village, traditionally homebound women remained less affected by modernisation and globalisation than their husbands. Therefore women held on to old traditional clothing, religious practices and lifestyle more conservatively, and also remained the main transmitters of the community's oral tradition. Also, the village choirs of the Soviet period were largely a female phenomenon.
12 While the generation gap in the singing tradition of men occurred already before the wars and repressions, which further destroyed the traditional men's culture, the disruption in women's culture took place much later. The Seto women in Estonia, who sang in official village choirs in the Soviet period, usually wore traditional garments made by their grandmothers and remembered their songs. Seto women in Siberia abandoned traditional garments much earlier (see Piho 1994) , but the women who sang in community house choirs claimed that they envisioned their grandmothers' performance style and thus even this official form of singing entailed a personally intimate and nostalgic aspect.
For Seto women in Siberia, singing in a group 13 is a way to construct their identity both in the public and private spheres (cf. Olson & Adonyeva 2012) . On the one hand, singing is a public activity, which has been partly supported by the state through the local community house during and after the Soviet period. This official form of singing in a community house has been a source of emancipation for the women and has given them a chance to temporarily leave the domestic sphere or work on the collective farm, and participate in organised cultural life and travel. On the other hand, for the village women's community singing in a group represents an internal intimate form of communication, which has united different generations and has helped to preserve the tradition of the ethnic group and family with varying degrees of success at different times. Singing at home and among friends at feasts on calendar or other holidays has strengthened the sense of 'us' and associated a part of the repertoire with specific persons.
The singing of the Setos in Siberia is definitely not limited to the women in the community house choir and formal performances. During fieldwork I had a chance to take part in St. John's Day celebrations and some birthday celebrations in the village, at which singing in different languages and styles played a prominent role. There are a remarkable number of women in the Khaidak village who know Seto and Estonian songs and break out singing at the spur of the moment and at formal events.
14 The most prominent representative of the lively singing tradition, however, is certainly the women's choir Lill (Flower), which comes together in Khaidak community house. The choir has been active for nearly twenty years, with varying degrees of intensity and a changing membership. Many local women have sung in the choir during its existence. Some have participated until their deaths, others have left the choir due to advanced age, some have sung in the choir for a long time, others for shorter periods. Over the period of our fieldwork, the choir had a relatively stable membership, with a leading group of three women, 15 who used to work together as milkmaids before retirement. Other choir members were community house employees, who were younger than the leading trio, as well as some even younger women who participated less regularly.
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The three women who formed the choir's core belong to a generation who sang only Russian songs in their youth. Theirs was the first generation who was not educated in the Estonian language and had to adopt Russian, to the best of their abilities. This generation was also the first in which mixed marriages with Russians and moving away from the village became more common.
17 As the women had heard Seto songs in their youth, sung by elderly villagers at home and public village events, they all had at least passive knowledge of the Seto singing style since the early age. The repertoire of this generation of women contained fewer songs related to family and calendar rituals, and more Soviet romances and popular songs learned from public media channels. When talking about their youth, the women agree that they used to sing Seto songs only "in jest". The women recalled that in At the same time, for the women singing in the community house choir, the old ritual songs brought back memories of some former performances or the village women who used the same melodies. For example, a Shrovetide song, an Easter swinging song or a St. Catherine's Day song, but also songs sung at a Seto women's feast reminded them of earlier performance situations, so that singing these songs was also related to remembering the nostalgic lost times or past youth. The younger generation of singers admired the ability of older singers to improvise new lyrics on the go and found it particularly amusing that their mothers broke into singing at public village events even at an old age.
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The generation older than the choir leaders did not sing in the community house choir and thus their recollections about singing and performance situations were far more versatile and clearly different.
20 They recalled songs sung when doing the household chores, laments at weddings and funerals, and mentioned song fragments that for some reason were significant enough to be remembered over dozens of years. Already in the material recorded in 1987 and 1988 in Khaidak village, people spoke about someone called Semmeni Olli
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, who could sing so that "the village echoed back" when herding cattle. The younger generation of female singers spoke of the same thing in the late 2000s and the woman herself agreed. Olga M. was one of the remarkable singers of the older generation, who had a vast repertoire, had never sung in an official choir, but readily sang alone or joined in spontaneously formed groups. In an interview, Olga M. regretted that she had not gone herding for a while and was starting to forget the song lyrics. Being a village herder at a rather old age, Olga M. used to sing traditional herding songs and other Seto songs, but by 2000 spontaneous singing during work in the open air had become a thing of the past in the village, and it happened, on rare occasions, only when drunk or old people were involved.
three Singing StyleS
The Setos in Siberia have incorporated songs and music of different origin into their repertoire. They have learned sentimental end-rhymed ballads in both southern and northern Estonian language from their south-Estonian neighbours, and adopted popular Russian songs from their Russian neighbours.
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As far as music, texts, language and particularly the level of stability are concerned, the end-rhymed and stanzaic 'Estonian' and Russian songs differ considerably from the 'Seto songs' -the songs in the special runo song style, which is characterised by a specific meter, figurative language, alliteration and variability of texts.
The Seto songs recorded in Siberia in 1987 and 1988 23 suggest that the most predominant style at the time was the Seto song, seeing that the newer rhymed 'Estonian' song constitutes about one-tenth of the entire recorded song material. The complete absence of Russian-language songs in these recordings points to the selective criteria of the recording event: valuable tape capacity was, possibly deliberately, saved for what was considered the oldest and allegedly "more valuable" part of the singing tradition.
24 In the course of our fieldwork, we noticed that the representatives of the older generation, who did not sing in choirs, were less familiar with Russian songs and did not join in singing these in social situations. In the repertoire of women in the choir, however, Russian songs constituted almost a half, with the remaining half left to Estonian and Seto songs.
The different singing styles have certainly affected each other, but the singers whom we met during our 2007 and 2008 fieldwork trips perceived the difference between the singing styles very acutely. The Setos in Siberia, for example, believe that the fact that the singing style known as the Seto song allows a good singer to improvise new lyrics for each occasion and combine known 'words' 25 with new ones, while remaining true to traditional formulas and metrics, makes the Seto song completely different from Estonian and Russian songs.
The Seto song is based on the 8-syllable metre widely spread in the Baltic Finnish region (generally called regilaul, runo song or Kalevala-metric song) and follows a specific poetic model (see Example 1). The melodies of earlier Seto song types are based on a unique mode, i.e., the musical idiom is highly characteristic and very different from the diatonic scale of more recent music (see Pärtlas 1997; Pärtlas 2010; Ambrazevičius & Pärtlas 2011) . At the same time, the number of used melodies is limited. Group melodies are common (e.g., all harvest songs or travel songs are sung with the same melody). The Seto song is multipart and antiphonal. The lead singer, called sõnolinõ ('he/ she who knows the words'), says the verse that the choir repeats with variation Andreas Kalkun, Janika Oras and using polyphony.
26 The special Seto multipart singing is based on the effect of the opposition of two voice parts. The Setos call the main melody and its singers torrõ ('good', 'nice') and the upper solo voice killõ ('sharp', 'shrill'). The torrõ part is usually heterophonic, though sometimes variations in the part are more planned, and then it is divided into 'torrõ' and 'lower torrõ'. The singer of killõ is expected to have a particularly loud, clear and rich singing voice so that it would stand out amongst the heterophony of the straggly torrõ part.
Killõ and torrõ in Seto songs are natural categories for the Setos. They are used to describe and measure also other polyphonic phenomena. In Siberia as well as in the Seto region in Estonia, it is common that the sopranos of Orthodox church choirs are called killõs. Although religious songs and Seto music are quite different in structure, as are the musical functions of soprano and killõ parts (one is the melody voice and the other the accompanying voice, etc.), the same word is used to describe the two due to certain similar characteristics (it is the upper voice in a polyphonic choir, more intense than other voices, etc.).
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The Setos use the term killõ also for the upper voice in Russian songs. When singing Russian songs, the Setos seem to prefer a distinctive upper solo voice. When the choir of the Khaidak community house sang Russian songs, it was mostly only one woman who sang the upper voice. Apparently it was no coincidence that during the recording of songs in the Khaidak village in 2007 and 2008, Lidia K., the killõ of the older generation, always stopped singing the upper voice as soon as a younger woman took over, the part in the middle of the song, most probably because she did not wish to depart from the tradition that the upper voice is sung as solo part.
Here is another example, which proves that killõ and torrõ are natural categories for the Setos that are used to describe other similar phenomena. Olga M. was telling us about wolves, how differently they howl, and described their polyphonic howling. Some are killõs and some are torrõs, Olga said, and imitated their howling. The area where the Setos had settled in Siberia was also inhabited by Protestant Estonians, who had emigrated from southern Estonia, constituted a majority in some villages, and soon assimilated among the Setos. Even though these emigrants spoke south-Estonian dialects, which are very similar to the Seto language, their music is very different from Seto songs (see Example 2). The Setos learned from them 'Estonian songs', the songs of the so-called newer singing style, which became popular in Estonia in the second half of the 19th century. The newer songs are end-rhymed and stanzaic, mostly sentimental ballads of borrowed origin (see Oras 2012; Rüütel 2012; Korb & Peebo 1995) . The melodies are not group melodies, like they are in Seto songs, but are associated with a specific text and are often of German or Russian origin. In the Estonian tradition, the songs were monophonic, but the Setos in Siberia sing them using polyphony, which is based mainly on Russian newer tradition (and the 19th-century Western music). Some of the sentimental songs sung by the Setos are also in the Estonian language. Siberian Setos do not usually speak Estonian, and thus the texts of these songs are often grammatically incorrect and obscure. Most of the newer Estonian songs known in Khaidak village are said to have come from Maria O.'s mother, and have been included in the repertoire of the community house choir through the mediation of her daughter.
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Besides Seto and Estonian songs, the repertoire of Siberian Setos also includes Russian songs (see Example 3). These are from different periods and of different origin: mostly popular songs from movies and the public media, local popular songs, and the approved repertoire of singing groups organised at community houses, learned through the mediation of cultural workers from songbooks published for the community houses or transmitted as oral lore (cf. Olson & Adonyeva 2012: 134-135) . People recall that many Russian songs have reached the villages through their relatives living in towns and cities. Maria P., for example, remembered that she learned the folk song Ia vstretil rozu ('I met a rose'; see Example 3) at family feasts in the Imbezh settlement, from her sisters who lived in Krasnoyarsk. Most of the Russian songs in the repertoire of the community house choir come from younger women who also sing in the Russian choir of the Imbezh community house.
on the meaning of the SongS
It cannot escape notice that among the Setos, groups of singers and the audience listen very attentively to the lyrics of Seto or Estonian songs and often discuss the meaning of the song after hearing it. More interesting or well-worded verses are repeated and admired; the audience wipe their eyes or laugh. The same happened only once or twice after Russian songs were performed. It is possible that Russian songs were considered to be commonly understood and thus their contents were not commented upon. It may also be that Russian songs are clearly perceived as 'songs', pure art, and are therefore considered less topical than Estonian or Seto songs, or less related to current affairs than, for example, Seto improvisations.
The new songs that the women sang with me were also discussed, and the most important verses were paraphrased in subsequent conversations. In 2007, I taught the women singing in the Lill choir a well-known Seto song about a moose killer. After singing it for the first time, the women kept saying, "Just think of it -he killed the moose!", and "I can't get it out of my mind how the moose fell down". The well-known Tütärlapsed, linnukesed ('Young girls, small birds'), an Estonian folk song of transitional form 29 , which contains several runo song motifs and is performed as a game song despite its rather tragic message, is known and loved in both Khaidak and Krestyanskii villages. The Setos in Siberia sing it in the south-Estonian dialect, so that the text is understood by everyone, unlike some other Estonian songs in transitional or even more recent form. In the song, young girls are warned against marrying a drunk, because a drunk beats his wife and children. The variants of the song sung by the Krestyanskii women and by Semyon's Olga end with a runo song motif, in which a woman is criticising her parents for not drowning her when she was a child. In 2007, during our first meeting with the Lill choir, the song prompted a dialogue, in which Alidia S. was surprised by the song's message, which advises girls against getting married.
alidia S: Look, it says don't get married, but how can you not get married?! maria o: Don't marry a drunk, a thug or a sluggard! alidia S: But how do you know if he turns out lazy or what he's like?! (Khaidak village, July 2007)
The Estonian song Üks rikka isa poeg ('Son of a wealthy man'), which Maria O. had learned from her mother, is most likely based on some north-Estonian text. While by now the song has been adapted to the south-Estonian dialect, it is still sung with several grammatical errors and inconsistencies. Some clearly north-Estonian forms have been contorted into the south-Estonian dialect, and vocal harmony has been added to the song. At the same time, some words representative of the north-Estonian language, such as nua instead of the Seto noun väidse ('knife') and südämes instead of the Seto süämeh ('in the heart') have been preserved. Regardless of the uneven text, the song's meaning is understood and the tragic story is found very touching. Our 2008 fieldwork revealed that the younger singers, who very likely might have a problem understanding all the Estonian and Seto song texts, are also fond of the tragic tale. For example, Tatiana M. requested that Maria O. sing specifically this song, "as it is so sad", and the performance elicited a conversation which demonstrated how the older generation of singers were emotionally moved by the song. At one point, though, they stopped delving into the sad storyline and abruptly changed the topic, as if wishing to get rid of such gloomy images, and proposed that we would sing something as well. Similarly, some songs reminded the singers of certain specific narratives that have probably been told among the group over and over. For example, after performing the song Mis nutad, minu süda? ('Why are you weeping, my heart?') Maria O. decided to mention that it was her grandmother's song about the time when young men were recruited into the army for 25 years. When her grandfather O. had gone off to war, his future wife was still in the cradle and the "old O." had given the child two pieces of candy, saying that when he returned, he would marry her. And so it had happened.
Some songs triggered memories of earlier performance situations. For example, in 2008, after Olga M. and Maria V. had finished singing an obscene song in Seto style about a hare startling a young maiden in the field, Maria V. admitted that she had almost forgotten the song and had remembered it only upon our request to sing it in 2007. Olga M., in turn, then recalled how they had once sung the song when they came back from the funeral of a woman called Hilda. Upon that, Maria V. remembered another time when they had sung it when returning from making silage.
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It is also very typical that singers remember the person who preferred to perform a particular song. Olga M., for example, associated several songs with specific people. She seemed to find the performances by men particularly remarkable: for example, after singing a song to the tune of a men's song, she mentioned it was performed by Turbin's Hilip. Also, when trying to recall a newer south-Estonian drinking song, Ma olen oma isa üksainukene vara ('I am my father's most precious treasure'), Olga M. spoke about the performance of a man called Kiisla's Timmo. Timmo had died already 50 years before, but the song always reminded Olga M. of his performance. 
SongS and 'non-SongS'
When singing Russian and Estonian songs, the women of the Khaidak village found it very important that none of the verses that were traditionally sung would be skipped during the performance. When a performer happened to skip a verse or a line, an apology was due. At a singing event, the older women of the Lill choir were displeased that Anna K., a younger singer, had left out a few known verses from a Russian song. So, when Anna finished the song, Lidia K. voiced her disapproval and sang the missing verse. After her, Maria P. sung another verse and Anna K. apologised for having skipped it.
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Apologising for skipping a verse or a line was also very common when newer Estonian songs or those of a transitional form were sung. Once, when Olga M., the singer who had the largest repertoire among the older generation, performed the game song Tütärlapsed, linnukesed ('Young girls, small birds') as a solo song, she found it necessary to apologise for leaving out a line or two. Suddenly, Maria V.'s husband Mikhail V. intervened in the conversation and snapped at the women, shouting that they should not sing it at all if they did not know the words, upon which his wife sang the previously left out verses. The interviewed Seto women in Siberia were often quick to name the Estonian and Russian songs they knew, but became confused when asked to talk about Seto songs. Since improvisation was often the first thing that came to their minds when talking about Seto songs, they agreed that the songs were rather obscure, saying that "those who can, sing about what they see or what comes to their mind". When referring to Seto songs, Siberian Setos used words related to the natural, commonplace or trivial. For example, in 2007, Nadezhda We had a similar encounter during the 2008 fieldwork. This time, Olga M., who represents the older generation of singers and had never sung in an official choir but was known for her brilliant singing skills, was also present. Maria P., who was eager to have us experience the 'real' Seto song, asked Olga M. to show how Seto singers sing about what they see and think; for example, with a dedication song to me and Anu Korb. The elderly woman at first did not understand what was asked of her, but then sang an improvisation to the guests employing the Tulevik teadmata ('Future unknown') and other runo song motifs.
34 However, Maria P. was not quite content with the song, because it was too poetic and not specific enough, and asked Olga M. to create a song about, for example, how Andreas and Anu took a plane to Krasnoyarsk, then from there a bus to Khaidak and then walked to Bulatnovka village.
35 Maria P. considered it necessary to tell us about the spontaneity of Seto songs and their relation to time and place even after an Estonian song was performed.
maria p: Well, Seto people also have this thing -that I just saw you and I'm going to sing about you right now. A Russian or an Estonian song has to be sung the way they are, but this is how we do it: for example, I saw you, and now I will sing about it. [...] What you are like determines the song. (Khaidak village, July 2007)
Discussions about the "real" Seto song often evoked memories about singing at weddings. Praising or taunting someone at a wedding was given as an example of the flexibility and improvisational nature of the Seto song. Lidia K., killõ of the Lill choir, also differentiated between a 'proper' song and spontaneous improvisation. The wedding lament is an example of an improvised Seto song. Aside from that, other figures of speech were used to characterise the length and unique creative process of a Seto song. Olga M., for example, talked about the length of her herding song and how the text was not fixed, claiming that she simply had to 'pick' the words when singing. I found quite similar comments and metaphors about creating the Seto song in the recordings made in the villages at the end of the 1980s. The women of the Khaidak village performed to the folklore collectors (Igor Tõnurist, Mare Piho, and Õie Sarv) an improvisation to a men's tune and the lead singer and a member of the chorus then discussed the idiosyncrasy of the Seto singing style. Again, the informants emphasised that the Seto song was not a ready-made song to be repeated over and over again, but that a proficient singer could continue the song almost indefinitely. The improvisational nature of the Seto song and the possibility of endlessly creating the song was also discussed after the performance of a mock wedding lament. The singer disrupted the song and expressed regret, saying: "It does go on, but that's all I can remember". Upon that, a co-singer, who evidently hoped it would not continue, made a derisive comment, "Hasn't the song already lasted for a week?" In the early history of Estonian folklore studies, cultural heritage was often approached as something homogeneous and ready-made, waiting to be collected. At the same time, little thought was given to how the heritage had been constructed and created 37 and which ideologies and politics it had supported. Our contemporary views of the Seto singing tradition are largely based on what collectors, publishers and researchers of Seto songs have once created. Immediate fieldwork experience, however, may reveal how simplified and stagnant this knowledge is and how the songs recorded, stored in the archives and published in anthologies represent only a small selection compared to the variability, dynamicity, divergence and ambiguity of the living tradition. Texts constructed by researchers, fitted to genres, and isolated from the context and performance, give only a vague idea of what live performance could have been like (see Bauman 1988 Bauman [1986 Briggs 1988: 353ff.) . A researcher's and a performer's understanding of the tradition and its nature, salience and value are often widely different.
The interviews conducted with the Setos in the diaspora revealed a radical emphasis on the improvisational nature of the older singing culture. The Seto song was characterised as something highly natural or spontaneous, created on the spot. At the same time, the unique improvisational nature of the song led many to regard the singing style as something commonplace or insignificant compared to Russian or Estonian songs. Many of my informants admitted that they did not consider the Seto song a 'proper' song. The choir of the Khaidak community house preferred to sing Seto songs outside formal performance situations: for example, at the choir's formal performances in 2012 these songs were not performed, but they were sung later in more informal situations, while sitting together at dinner table.
Seto improvisations are typical in that they deal with current or autobiographical matters. Researchers searching for ancient songs that would conform to established types 38 have regarded them less valuable than the songs in which the aspect of 'creation' is overshadowed by 'recollection' or 'mediation'.
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Folklorists have thus preferred to collect songs in which the performer mediates the old tradition and in which his or her own person and creative nature remains hidden. Regardless of the speculations and errors of researchers, the Setos both in Siberia and Estonia have considered the skill of creating new songs and spontaneous improvisation one of the most important criteria for assessing a singer's creative ability and knowledge of the traditional singing style.
40 One of the major events at the annual celebration of the Seto Kingdom Day 41 is the sõnolisõ contest, in which the best singers compete in creating the finest (i.e., the most topical, but at the same time the most traditional) song on a given topic within a given time (see Sarv 1997; Kuutma 2005: 230 At the same time, modern Seto singing culture in Estonia reveals a tension between the fixed-form song and improvisation. Leaders of Seto choirs today accuse each other of reciprocal (often secret) recording of other choir's songs and learning the songs of 'others'. Great female singers intently listen to and 'recognise' their 'words' in the songs of other singers and are full of contempt towards the singers who do not have their own words and who compose songs by taking "one line from here, another from there". Some Seto choirs have even declared their refusal to sing "the songs of others", because they consider it immoral (see Laanemets 2012) .
42 Aside from that, contradictory preferences that value the fixed form could be observed. In the debates and discussions about the future of the Seto singing style, some Seto choirs have demanded that specific, highly valued songs, which are generally associated with specific singers, should "stay as they are", so that no one could "change and corrupt" them. Despite the fact that such popular songs have acquired a certain fixed form, because they are published on records and tapes, they are still known, in different versions, in orally transmitted folklore (see Kalkun 2011: 42) . Indeed, while the younger generation of diasporic Seto singers value spontaneous improvisation as a skill, they also avoid practising it. Improvisations, they believe, are too commonplace, even vulgar, their texts too long and the melody uninteresting or lacking in musical qualities.
tentatiVe concluSionS: diSruptionS and continuationS
While ever since the 1920s, the Setos in Estonia have been taught that their song tradition is part of an ancient, valuable and authentic Baltic-Finnic song tradition, the Setos in the diaspora have lived in a completely different sphere of information and have not heard of the knowledge, accumulated by folklorists and used by the Setos in Estonia to strengthen their identity and culture. When local cultural workers and state-supported community houses started to provide minority groups with resources to perform their traditional songs, 43 the generation who sang in the community house choir already had a rather vague idea about their tradition and its nature. They were more than willing to comply with the foreign cultural workers' wishes and present their 'authentic' singing tradition, but at the same time they had alienated from certain elements in their musical culture (its improvisational nature, ancient modes), which were particularly characteristic of the earlier part of the tradition. The conscious or subconscious wish to assimilate to the dominant singing culture on the one hand, and to present their own unique singing culture on the other, has created an interesting situation in Seto diaspora communities, in which hybrid forms emerge, which domesticate foreign elements and adapt genuine ones. Towards the end of the 1980s, modes characteristic of early Seto music (for traces of Andreas Kalkun, Janika Oras earlier modes, see the notation in Example 1) had become rarer owing to the influence of music in diatonic scale. 44 The number of singers who know how to improvise song texts in the old style has fallen significantly. Improvised songs are not suitable for performing on stage; the community house choir, for example, prefers to perform songs they have sung many times to avoid any inaccuracies on stage. The early Seto singing tradition is thus represented in today's repertoire of the Khaidak village choir by newer rhymed songs with fixed texts, modified to the Seto culture, and with melodies of a broader scale and mostly borrowed origin.
The Seto singing style in Siberia is an interesting, yet odd, combination of stability and changeability, the old and the new. The songs and tunes of Estonians, Setos and Russians have merged into a unique whole. Younger generations re-interpret their song lore and issues related to identity. The singing tradition of the Setos in Siberia shows a clear disruption within the generation of the Soviet period, who felt uncomfortable singing songs in the Seto language in their youth. As the generation is aging and has found a new nostalgia towards their ethnic culture, but also as a response to encouragement from the outside to foster their own culture, they are developing a new consciousness of their ethnic group and its unique tradition.
As the communities of Seto villages in Siberia are becoming increasingly multi-ethnic and mixed marriages more commonplace, we can no longer speak about a homogeneous community based on an ethnicity or descent, but these are imaginary communities that modify and perform their ancient, though still existing tradition (see Anderson 1994 Anderson [1983 ). The new generations of Seto singers in these Siberian villages adapt the singing culture to fit their needs and redefine the tradition based on their views of what is 'proper' music and song. The fact that the line drawn between songs and 'non-songs' in contemporary Seto singing community in Siberia leaves the earlier part of the tradition to the category of 'non-songs' is probably caused by the disruption inside the culture, but also by the endeavours of cultural workers and the need to present own culture on stage.
Despite the fact that the Seto singing tradition has lost its ancient ritual functions and its most unique part has been marginalised among the Seto communities in Siberia, even the singing, which today is increasingly mainly heard in community houses and museums, serves a function of supporting identity and symbolically constructing the community (see Tarkka 2005: 388) . In this light, as long as these women keep on singing what they call the 'Seto song', in whatever form, in the community house or at private gatherings, they continue to fulfil a new ritual function -namely, constructing their cultural heritage and identity. Indeed, the concepts of 'Seto people' and 'Seto song' may entail different meanings at different times, but as long as there is still discussion about the nature of Seto songs and the categories of songs and non-songs, the efforts to forge one's identity and singing tradition continue.
The community of Seto singers in Siberia is tiny and very susceptible to external influences. During our fieldwork we experienced their immense interest in relatives living in Estonia and their songs. Many women whom I met in Siberia asked me to teach them songs that are sung in Estonia, and to send them recordings of Seto songs. Only time will tell how the Seto singing culture in Siberia can change after their songs are published. In 2012, the Estonian Folklore Archives published an anthology of Seto songs in Siberia (see Kalkun & Korb 2012 ). When we introduced the anthology in Krasnoyarsk in 2012, the Khaidak village choir had increased by a couple of members, who in 2008 had told us that they did not know any Seto songs. By then, several older Seto singers had become bedridden and stopped singing. The future of songs and non-songs and those who sing them therefore remains to be seen.
commentS to the muSical noteS of the SongS example 1. Seto song
The bridal lament represents the earlier Seto multipart singing style. The bride traditionally sings the lead, while the chorus part is sung by podruskid, bridesmaids, in a bridal lament. The singing is accompanied by rhythmic bows. In the lament, the bride addresses her father, asking why she has been given away, while she is needed to plough the field. She fears that life in her husband's home will be hard, and contemplates whether she should drown herself instead.
The lament, recorded in 1988, is performed by elderly women in the Khaidak village choir. The notation presents the first four verses of the 34-verse lament. The chorus reiterates the verse sung by the lead singer, inserting the address formula tätäkene ('dear father') in the middle of the verse. In the earlier Seto singing tradition, as in many Baltic-Finnic runo song regions, the chorus joins the lead singer before the end of the line, in this case, on the third to the last syllable. The end notes of the chorus part are generally lively and accelerated, and are followed by the lead singer with no pause in between. Typically to the songs of an earlier style, the syllabic melody is fitted to the text: the rhythm and melodic contour change according to the verse structure (e.g., the end of the chorus part varies, having 4-7 syllables after the added addressing formula).
In musical terms, the unique feature of the most archaic Seto tunes is a rare scale, in which semitone intervals alternate with three semitone intervals (D-Eb-F#-G-A#-B). The harmonic system is based on two opposed complexes of scale notes, consisting of four-semitone intervals (D-F#-A# and Eb-G-B) (e.g., Pärtlas 2010; Ambrazevičius & Pärtlas 2011) . Here the upper solo part killõ uses the three upper notes of the scale, while the lower torrõ part is sung heterophonically and up to three notes may be sung simultaneously. The performance reveals the tendency of singing the second tone of the scale (Eb) at a lower pitch and, regardless of the harmony, the lower note usually sounds approximately like D, which has also been noticed in the performances of some other Seto choirs (e.g., Ambrazevičius & Pärtlas 2011: 4; Särg 2012) . The lament is sung using the chest voice in the speech register, and the pitch of scale notes varies considerably. During the singing, the pitch gradually rises, and the marking mode indicates a typical device in Seto singing called kergütamine ('facilitation') -an abrupt modulation by lowering the pitch about a semitone. The additional markings and show slight shortening and lengthening of the note (sometimes depending on the syllable length), while ↑ and ↓ show the raising or lowering the note by less than a semitone.
Andreas Kalkun, Janika Oras example 2. estonian song
The Estonian love song represents the so-called newer, end-rhymed and stanzaic singing style, which became very popular in Estonia at the end of the 19th century. In the song, performed in 2007 by the Khaidak village choir, two maidens discover that they are in love with the same young man. The man decides to give them both up and chooses a third girl. In Estonia, the song is known in the areas neighbouring the Seto region as a game song. The song's content is acted out, or singers walk in a circle and dance during the chorus Oh neiu, sinu roosikrants ('Oh, maiden, your chaplet of roses') (see Rüütel 1983: 128-135) .
The notation features the second verse and the refrain of the 7-verse song. The song is sung in chorus without a lead part, as is characteristic of newer Estonian and Seto singing styles. The upper solo voice, which functions as the accompanying voice, splits from the lead voice in the verse part in the middle of the line. While singing in the earlier and newer style in the Estonian tradition is mostly monophonic, this performance demonstrates a stable multipart singing. The dominant movement is in parallel thirds, which matches the functional harmony characteristic of the style. Comparison of this Seto version with the melody known in Estonia reveals that in this version the melody is sung by the lower voice, while in the refrain part the main melody is sung by the upper voice (although the Estonian song's tune ends with a descent D-C-B-A-G). Such multipart rendition may be explained with an aim to follow the harmony of the melody.
It is notable that the cadences of the Estonian and Russian song (Example 3) are different from each other. While Russian songs typically have the cadence in a unison or octave, the Estonian song has a major third in the cadence. In this Seto version, the use of the third in the cadence can be linked to the earlier Seto multipart singing style. Such imperfect cadence is also characteristic of songs of Estonian emigrants in Siberia, in which a unique kind of multipart singing has developed under the impact of the Russian tradition (cf. Pärtlas 1995) . example 3. russian song Andreas Kalkun, Janika Oras The song in the Russian language represents a newer Russian urban song style and was recorded in 2007 from the Khaidak village choir. The song is built upon the imagery of rose. The singer dares not to touch the rose, but others strip it of its beauty. In the end, young men are advised not to touch 17-yearold roses. This song may originate from the 1960s-1970s, according to online song anthologies (see a-pesni; Antologiia; Dvorovye romansy). The performers learned the song from one of the singer's relatives who lives in town.
The notation presents two verses of the 6-verse song. The song is sung in chorus, the lower main voice is joined by an upper accompanying voice sung by one singer. It is difficult to distinguish whether the accompanying voice occasionally joins in the unison or makes a pause in singing. The version of Khaidak women is distinct in that from the beginning of the second verse they only repeat the latter half of the melody. The song is typical for the newer urban song style, in which Western influences are combined with specific features of the 'Russian style', such as the natural minor, plagality and the characteristic multipart singing (e.g., Shchurov 2007: 276-279).
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The study is carried out within the framework of the research project IUT22-4, "Folklore in the Process of Cultural Communication: Ideologies and Communities", financed by the Estonian Ministry of Science and Education. noteS 1 The notations of the songs and comments are by Janika Oras, who also participated in writing the chapter 'Three singing styles'. We would also like to thank ethnomusicologist Žanna Pärtlas for her suggestions regarding Russian singing tradition. The language spoken in the Seto region has been identified as the eastern variety of Võro dialect (e.g. Keem 1997 ) and as a separate dialect (Pajusalu 2000; Pajusalu et al. 2009) . Be that as it may, the Seto language shares common features with the eastern group of the Võro language (Keem 1997; Keem & Käsi 2002) . The Setos themselves claim that they speak the Seto language and find it different from the varieties spoken elsewhere in southern Estonia. When the Seto language is treated as a variety of the Võro language, the Setos in Estonia often take it as an insult or a threat to their linguistic autonomy (Juhkason et al. 2012) . This is the reason why henceforth I have chosen to use the term 'Seto language' in the article. Also, I prefer to use the ethnonym 'Seto' instead of the form 'Setu', which is common in standard Estonian, since the Setos themselves consider the latter a disparaging term.
5 Estonian song tradition has also been characterised by the fact that the performers have not considered the melodies of earlier type as proper tunes or distinguished between them (see Rüütel 1998).
6 Derived from the Russian word for Russia (Rossiia).
7 This confusion regarding ethnic identity has been observed also among other groups that have migrated to Siberia. For example, the Protestant Prussians, who had emigrated to Poland (the present-day territory of Ukraine) in the 17th century, had adopted the Polish language by the 18th century, and had migrated to the vicinity of Irkutsk in Siberia in the early 20th century, refer to themselves as the Dutch (see Muszkalska & Polak 2009 19 During our fieldwork we experienced on a number of occasions the older singers' willingness to improvise songs in any situation, and indeed, they could break into singing in the most unexpected places. For instance, Olga M. performed an improvised farewell song in a dark car full of people when driving home after a party at the community house. Lidia K., who was also in the car, asked the driver to first take Olga M. home, so that she would not miss the song. Another time, when we had packed our recording equipment after an interview and recording of songs that had taken a couple of hours, our hostess and her guest started singing an improvised dedication and farewell song.
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Representatives of the older generation of singers in this article are Maria V. (b. 1927) and Olga M. (b. 1932) . The latter, while being close in age to the women singing in the choir, represented the older generation in terms of lifestyle, poorer command of Russian and singing style.
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According to an old tradition, which dates back to the time before the Setos were given family names, it is still customary in Seto villages in Siberia to call people by the name of their father, grandfather, mother, brother or village. Semmeni Olli means Semyon's Olga, in this case, Olga, Semyon's daughter.
22 According to the Setos in Siberia, the first exile generation married only inside the ethnic group. The next generation showed some marriages with Lutheran Estonians, and by the present day the nationality or language is no longer relevant when choosing a partner in life. This may also explain the preferences of Estonian-or Russianlanguage songs in certain periods of time.
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The sound tapes with material recorded in 1987 and 1988 by ethnologist Igor Tõnurist are the only known song recordings from these villages until our fieldwork in the late 2000s. There is also a small amount of material, including singing, recorded on VHS tapes by the local villagers at the end of the 1990s.
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In popular Seto terminology, a 'word' may stand either for a single word or a smaller unit within the song (verse-internal formula, verse, parallel word pair or a broader unit, such as a 'motif' or 'type', commonly used among folklorists). See also Virtanen 1981; 1987; 26 However, it is typical of the older songs sung most often by the community house choir that the lead singer does not sing along for long and the choir joins in as soon as they recognise the verse. 37 On the concept and meaning of the term 'cultural tradition' see, e.g., KirshenblattGimblett 1995; Kuutma 2009a. 38 Assigning folk songs to types was adopted in the research methodology of the historicalgeographic school as a necessary step in identifying the age and origin of the songs, one that would facilitate comparison (see Bennett 2005 Bennett [1994 ; Hafstein 2005; also Kalkun 2011: 91ff.).
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In their respective PhD theses, Liina Saarlo (2005: 31ff.) and Mari Sarv (2008: 121ff.) have studied the relationship of improvisation and tradition in the earlier Estonian folk song. Venla Sykäri (2011: 69ff.) has recently analysed the performance and poetics of Cretan improvisational songs; see also Jane C. Sugarman's (1997: 117ff.) work on Prespa Albanians' wedding songs. Even more recently, Žanna Pärtlas (2013) has investigated the different types of musical improvisation in Seto text-oriented singing culture.
Andreas Kalkun, Janika Oras 40 See also the works of Finnish folklorist Leea Virtanen (1981; 1987; who has, among other things, analysed the Setos' attitudes towards their songs.
41 One of the most important Seto festivities in modern days. The festivity, which was initiated by Seto-born folklorist Paul Hagu in 1994, has become an annual celebration of increasing popularity. It entails elements of the traditional Seto kirmask (spontaneous singing, dancing, eating and drinking), but also various competitions, including one to find the best singer of the improvisational song -sõnoline. 42 A persistent issue in Seto folklore is that of its belonging. The problem became particularly acute in 1930, when the collection and storing of Seto folklore in Estonian and Finnish archives was started (see Kalkun 2011; Kuutma 2009b ).
43 Krasnoyarsk Krai has a multiethnic population of indigenous groups, emigrants and deportees of various ethnicities. In 2006, a lavishly illustrated guide to ethnicities living in the Krasnoyarsk Krai was published, introducing 137 different ethnic groups, including Estonians and Setos (Rafikov 2006) . 44 The use of specific Seto modes of melody has become rarer also among the Setos in Estonia. In the 1990s, only choirs of women of mostly advanced age sang songs in these modes (Pärtlas & Oras 2012) .
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